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Communication data management (CDM) is an important issue in high performance distributed com-
puting where a massive amount of data exchange frequently occurs among geographically distrib-
uted components. In this paper, we review existing CDM schemes in distributed computing systems
and we propose more efficient CDM schemes. Three types of quantization-based CDM schemes
are proposed: the fixed quantization-based CDM (FQ-CDM), the adaptive quantization-based CDM
(AQ-CDM), and the mobility-predictive quantization-based CDM (MPQ-CDM). The FQ-CDM applies
a basic theory of quantized systems to the distributed computing environment. The AQ-CDM uses a
communication object clustering mechanism, which operates a pattern recognition clustering algo-
rithm. The MPQ-CDM predicts the next states of communication objects by using past and current
data and controls data communication among communication objects. The mobile object location
monitoring system (MOLMS), based on High Level Architecture, is designed and developed to apply
these CDM schemes to distributed computing. In this paper we conduct experiments by comparing
these CDM schemes with each other on the MOLMS. The experimental results show that the AQ-
CDM is the more effective scheme for communication message reduction and the MPQ-CDM is the
more suitable scheme for mobile location error reduction.

Keywords: communication data management, quantized system, High Level Architecture, distrib-
uted computing, mobile object location monitoring system, high performance computing

1. Introduction

The demand for high performance distributed comput-
ing systems has increased greatly with the rapid develop-
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ment of network and communication technologies. Mod-
ern high performance distributed systems are not only
large in scale, but also have complex system architec-
tures. These complex and large-scale distributed systems
require massive data exchange among numerous distrib-
uted components that are connected over a network. Dis-
tributed components perform computation-intensive oper-
ations when exchanging real-time data with geographical
distributed data assets. Communication data management
(CDM) is a critical issue in complex and large-scale dis-
tributed systems because of the limitations of real-time
computation and network resources. In this paper, we pro-
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pose an effective CDM scheme based on the theory of a
quantized system [1, 2] as an efficient message traffic re-
duction method, which is applicable for distributed com-
puting systems. There are three types of CDM scheme: the
fixed quantization-based CDM (FQ-CDM), the adaptive
quantization-based CDM (AQ-CDM), and the mobility-
predictive quantization-based CDM (MPQ-CDM). Each
has its own unique characteristics. The FQ-CDM man-
ages communication data among distributed components
using the basic threshold mechanism of a quantized sys-
tem. The other two schemes are the more improved meth-
ods. The AQ-CDM makes object clusters by consider-
ing the characteristics of the communication object, and
manages communication data using the threshold mecha-
nism of a quantized system. The threshold mechanism in
the AQ-CDM is appropriate for previously formed clus-
ters. The MPQ-CDM predicts the next mobility and lo-
cation of an object using past and current data, and man-
ages communication data with the prediction. In this paper
we evaluate the system performances of the quantization-
based CDM schemes with various experiments. We design
and develop the mobile object location monitoring system
(MOLMS), based on high level architecture (HLA) [3].
The FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM are all devel-
oped on the MOLMS.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
review existing CDM schemes in distributed systems. In
Section 3 we introduce the three quantization-based CDM
schemes and show the design and implementation of the
MOLMS. The system performance of each CDM scheme
is analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5 we evaluate the sys-
tem performances of the three CDM schemes with exper-
iments on the MOLMS. In Section 6 we give our conclu-
sion.

2. Related Work

2.1 Communication Data Management

CDM is a fundamental requirement for effective system
performance in a real-world distributed computing envi-
ronment because of the limitations of communication and
computation resources. CDM has been issued in many
computation fields, such as traffic engineering. In par-
ticular, our research focuses on CDM for mobile objects
(MOs) that operate with high mobility. In this section
we describe the existing CDM schemes that are required
for MOs. The CDM schemes for MOs can be classified
into two types: region-based models [4, 5] and grid-based
models [4–8]. These schemes are applied to data commu-
nication among MOs in large-scale distributed systems.

2.1.1 Region-based Model

A region-based model depends on a regional overlap-
ping [4, 5] between sending and receiving components.

A sender finds a receiver using a matching process [4, 5],
which regionally overlaps between a sender and a receiver.
The matching process makes a routing space [4] for mes-
sage communication. After matching, a sender can com-
municate with a receiver. For the matching process, a loca-
tion identification process between a sender and a receiver
is needed. Thus, each sender and receiver continuously in-
terchanges location messages with each other for the loca-
tion identification. In a region-based model, when senders
or receivers frequently change their locations, location
message communication through the matching process
can frequently be performed. Here, network traffic is
increased and overall computation performance is de-
creased. In this model, the worst case of time complexity
for the matching process becomes O(n2) [5].

2.1.2 Grid-based Model

A grid-based model is classified into two types: the fixed
grid-based model [4] and the dynamic grid-based model
[5–8]. The fixed grid-based model is used to reduce com-
munication and computation overheads from the match-
ing process of a region-based model. The fixed grid-based
model divides a routing space into grid cells with the same
size [5].

Each grid cell maintains each multicast group, and
a multicast group has regionally overlaid communica-
tion components. The fixed grid-based model avoids the
matching process of a region-based model and constitutes
matching processes between senders and receivers in each
cell. Deciding on the size of a grid cell is an important
issue in the fixed grid-based model [4, 5].

When the size of a grid cell is larger, a larger num-
ber of multicast groups is assigned to each cell. In this
case, the communication performance of the fixed grid-
based model is similar to the general multicast method
and the reduction of communication traffic is decreased.
However, when the size of a grid cell is smaller, a smaller
number of multicast groups is allocated to each grid
cell. In this case, frequent state updates of each multi-
cast group are generated. Obviously, the fixed grid-based
model minimizes the execution of matching processes
between senders and receivers, and reduces communica-
tion and computation overheads. However, the fixed grid-
based model has several disadvantages, as follows [5, 7]:

� when the routing space is larger, a larger number of
multicast groups is needed�

� senders and receivers in the fixed grid-based model
have less regional closeness than those of a region-
based model because of the lack of a matching
process�

� if the sender and receiver are located at the bound-
ary of a grid cell, then superfluous meaningless
messages are transmitted.
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Figure 1. Difference between quantized results in the quantized system

To solve these problems of the fixed grid-based model,
a dynamic grid-based model is proposed. In the dynamic
grid-based model, multicast groups are allocated to some
grid cells, while all grid cells have multicast groups in the
fixed grid-based model. The dynamic grid-based model
allocates a multicast group to particular grid cells that
have communication components such as a sender and a
receiver. The allocation of a multicast group is decided
with the intersection part of sending and receiving regions.
The dynamic grid-based model has two advantages [4–8]:

� reduction of needless data transmission of a sender�

� reduction of the number of multicast groups.

2.2 Overview of Quantized System

The quantization-based CDM scheme is based on the the-
ory of a quantized system, which is described in Lee and
Zeigler [1] and Zeigler et al. [2]. The quantized system [1,
2] uses a discrete value that is divided by a threshold (i.e.
quantum size). If the value of the real world exists between
thresholds (i.e. high, middle, and low), a threshold is con-
sidered as a quantized value. Therefore, the quantized sys-
tem is a system that transforms a continuous value/state
into a discrete value/state. There is a component called a
quantizer [1, 2] that divides the trajectory of a continu-
ous real value/state into that of a discrete value/state. The
quantized system uses a threshold and can change an out-
put trajectory through the adjustment of a threshold. In the
case of a large threshold, the variation of an output trajec-
tory after quantization is reduced. However, in the case of
a small threshold, the output trajectory of the quantized
system is similar to the variation of an input trajectory.
Therefore, if the size of a threshold is close to zero, both
trajectories of input and output will be the same.

Figure 1 shows the difference between quantized re-
sults in the quantized system [1, 2], according to the vari-
ation of the size of a threshold. In Figure 1, we assume
that a communication object has two states, (0, 1)� 0 indi-
cates the data non-transmission state of an object and 1 is

the data transmission state. The quantized system in Fig-
ure 1 has three threshold sizes: high, middle, and low. This
system uses one type of threshold. This system transmits
data when the state of an object changes to the other state
over the threshold. If the system uses the high threshold,
then the data transmission states of an object are t4 and t5
of the time series. When this system sets the size of the
threshold to middle, then the data transmission states of
an object are t3, t4, t5, and t8 of the time series. When
the size of the threshold is small, the data transmission
states of an object are t1–t9 of the time series. Therefore,
in the quantized system, the decision about the size of the
threshold is an important issue. In order to decide on the
size of the threshold, the quantization-related features of a
specified system should be noted.

In this paper, the quantized system is used for CDM
schemes of complex and large-scale distributed systems.
The CDM schemes are applied to the MOLMS. The
MOLMS decides the movement of a MO and filters trans-
mission data through the CDM schemes. More details are
given in Section 3.

3. Quantization-based Communication Data
Management

CDM plays a critical role in a large-scale and com-
plex distributed system by improving system performance
through reducing network resources for data communica-
tion. In this paper we propose quantization-based CDM
schemes that reduce communication messages among dis-
tributed components. We show the three quantization-
based CDM schemes: FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-
CDM. The FQ-CDM is a simple and uniform model,
which simply applies the theory of a quantized system to
CDM. The FQ-CDM is also a basic model for develop-
ing the other two models. The AQ-CDM and MPQ-CDM
are the more improved models. The AQ-CDM uses sev-
eral thresholds that show the movement characteristics of
a MO. The MPQ-CDM controls communication messages
by predicting the next state of a MO using an existing
predictive model with statistics. In addition, we design
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Figure 2. The mobility states of a MO

and develop the MOLMS to apply the quantization-based
CDM schemes to a distributed computing application. De-
tails of the design and implementation of the MOLMS are
described in Section 3.1. Detailed descriptions of the FQ-
CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM are given in Sections
3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively.

3.1 Application: Mobile Object Location Monitoring
System

Here, we describe the MOLMS. First, we model a MO to
design the MOLMS. A MO has three states: linear move-
ment, random movement, and stop [9–11]. Figure 2 shows
the three states of a MO. The linear movement state is
when a MO is constantly moving towards a destination.
A moving car on a road is a good example. The random
movement state is when a MO moves randomly in a lim-
ited area. An employee in an office is a good example.
The stop state is when a MO stops moving. For exam-
ple, the stop state is when a car is parked for a certain
amount of time. There are more states than these three
states mentioned above. However, we assume that most
states can be expressed with these three states. A MO is
able to change its movement state. A transition among the
movement states generates the various mobility patterns of
a MO. The MOLMS conducts quantization processes us-
ing a threshold based on the movement distance of a MO.
The moving direction and velocity in the linear move-
ment state are constant. In the stop state, movement of a
MO does not occur. The MOLMS finds it easy to apply a
threshold to a MO in the stop and linear movement states.
For a MO with random movement, the velocity of a MO is

between Vmin and Vmax and the direction of the MO is be-
tween 0 and 2� . Thus, the MOLMS finds it hard to apply
a threshold to a MO in the random movement state.

The MOLMS includes four main components: agent,
cluster manager, central manager, and location server.

� Agent: an agent locates a MO, which moves every
second, and then transmits a message, which holds
the location information of a MO, to the cluster
manager.

� Cluster manager: a cluster manager integrates in-
coming messages and generates location informa-
tion for entire regions. It then transmits the gener-
ated and integrated location information to a central
manager.

� Central manager: a central manager stores all loca-
tion information transmitted from numerous cluster
managers to a location server and specifies the mov-
ing paths of all MOs.

� Location server: a location server stores the location
information of all MOs.

In this paper, we have used the High Level Architec-
ture (HLA) version 1.3 Specification [3] to develop the
MOLMS in a distributed computing environment. The
HLA is the middleware proposed by the United States De-
partment of Defense [12] for the effective implementation
of a distributed simulation environment [3]. The HLA has
a simulation feature for effective message communication
among distributed components. This message communi-
cation feature of the HLA is appropriate to monitor MOs
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Figure 3. Architecture of the MOLMS

Figure 4. Implementation of the MOLMS based on the HLA middleware

that have high mobility. Figure 4 represents the implemen-
tation that shows connections among distributed compo-
nents of the MOLMS based on the HLA middleware.

3.2 Fixed Quantization-based CDM Scheme

The FQ-CDM scheme is a simple and uniform CDM
scheme that uses a basic quantized system. To monitor
the location changes of a MO precisely, an agent must re-
port the location of a MO to a cluster manager. However,
if there are many MOs, message communication cannot

be performed accordingly. Thus, for traffic reduction, the
FQ-CDM has to recognize the movement of a MO us-
ing the threshold of a quantized system. Here, a threshold
means to a previously assigned distance. If a MO moves
more than a threshold distance, the MOLMS recognizes
the movement as an effective movement. If a MO moves
less than a threshold, the MOLMS does not recognize
the movement. Here, if a MO moves within an area of a
threshold, the MOLMS cannot pinpoint the exact location
of a MO, and then a location error is generated. Deciding
on a threshold is a critical issue in using the FQ-CDM.
If the threshold is larger, then the number of messages is
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Figure 5. Process of the FQ-CDM

reduced more. Effective message traffic reduction eventu-
ally increases location errors. However, if we set a thresh-
old to be smaller, location errors are reduced more, but
effective message traffic reduction is not performed. The
process of the FQ-CDM is shown in Figure 5.

The process of FQ-CDM is composed of the following
five steps: (1) acquisition of a MO’s location� (2) quantiza-
tion� (3) message transmission� (4) waiting for a message�
(5) location update.

(1) Acquisition of a MO’s location. In this step,
an agent acquires a MO’s current location. This
step calculates the moving distance from the last
reported location to the current location using
SQ RT

�
�x2 � x1�

2 � �y2 � y1�
2
�

where x2 and y2
are the current coordinates of a MO, and x1 and y1
are the last reported coordinates of a MO.

(2) Quantization. An agent compares the size of the
threshold with the moving distance of a MO. If a
MO moves a longer distance than the size of the
threshold, then the next step (message transmission)
is executed. However, if a MO moves a shorter dis-
tance than the size of the threshold, the next step is
not executed.

(3) Message transmission. If a MO’s moving distance is
longer than the size of the threshold, an agent trans-
mits the MO’s current location to a cluster manager.

(4) Message reception. In this step, the cluster manager
receives a message from an agent.

(5) Location update. If the cluster manager receives a
message, then the MO’s location is updated. How-
ever, if the cluster manager does not receive a mes-
sage, the MO’s current location is the last reported
location. Thus, the location of the MO is not up-
dated.

Figure 6 represents the MOLMS with the FQ-CDM.
An agent applies the size of the threshold to all MOs that
move within a specified region. The agent monitors and
quantizes the movement distances of all MOs. In this case,
when a MO moves within the threshold (i.e. distance),
the agent transmits a location message to the cluster man-
ager. The cluster manager integrates these incoming loca-
tion messages from all agents. The cluster manager trans-
mits the integrated location information of all MOs to a
central manager. The central manager generates moving
paths through a mutual operation with a location server
and stores location data.
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Figure 6. Architecture of the MOLMS with the FQ-CDM

3.3 Adaptive Quantization-based CDM Scheme

The AQ-CDM is an improved model of the FQ-CDM. For
development of the AQ-CDM, we consider the character-
istics of a MO, as mentioned in Section 3.1. The FQ-CDM
is a model that applies the unit size of a threshold to all
MOs. The AQ-CDM applies various sizes of a threshold
to a MO. The size of a threshold depends on the mobil-
ity patterns of a MO. The AQ-CDM creates MO clusters
that include MOs with similar mobility patterns. Each size
of threshold suits each cluster. We expect it to be more
efficient to reduce traffic messages by assigning various
sizes of threshold. The AQ-CDM constructs MO clusters
using main two factors of a MO’s movement: velocity and
direction. Figure 7 shows a mobility pattern classification
of MOs based on velocity and direction.

At first, the MOLMS operates a MO classification with
the moving velocity of a MO and makes n types of MO
groups. Then, the MOLMS conducts a moving direction-
based classification and classifies each MO group into
several MO subgroups. After two classifications, MO
clusters with mobility patterns are created. Each MO clus-
ter is assigned to each agent of the MOLMS. We use the
sequential clustering algorithm [13] to classify the mobil-
ity patterns of MOs. This algorithm is shown in Figure 8.

The sequential clustering algorithm for classifying and
clustering MOs has three steps: (1) velocity/direction
measurement� (2) clustering� (3) self-learning.

(1) Velocity/direction measurement. This step mea-
sures a similarity difference between existing clus-

ters (C) and calculates the moving velocity and di-
rection of MOs. d(x, C) denotes a similarity differ-
ence between data x (i.e. direction and velocity) of
a MO and C.

(2) Clustering. In this step, the MOLMS sets a mini-
mum distance (�) which represents a similar differ-
ence between x and C. The MOLMS also compares
d(x, C) with a minimum distance. If d(x, C) is less
than �, then x is contained in C. However, if d(x, C)
is more than �, then a new cluster is created.

(3) Self-learning. This self-learning is an iteration step
of velocity/direction measurement and clustering
steps. The mobility pattern of a MO changes. At this
time, a MO should be contained in another cluster.
Thus, this is a cluster adjustment step with a change
in the mobility pattern of a MO.

The reason for using MO clusters with mobility pat-
terns is to perform a suitable quantization for MOs
that have various mobility patterns. Figure 9 shows the
MOLMS with the AQ-CDM scheme. The cluster man-
ager of the MOLMS with the AQ-CDM classifies all MOs
into several MO clusters. The cluster manager creates and
manages MO clusters. Each MO cluster is assigned to
each agent by the cluster manager. Agents continue their
operation of monitoring.

The processes of the AQ-CDM consist of four steps:
(1) initial classification of MO mobility patterns� (2) ini-
tial clustering� (3) recognition of the MO location via
quantization� (4) cluster reconstruction.
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Figure 7. Mobility pattern classification with moving velocity and direction: V mo, moving velocity of a MO� �mo, moving direction of a MO�
vmax, maximum velocity of a MO

Figure 8. Sequential clustering algorithm

(1) Initial classification of MO’s mobility patterns. In
this step, the MOLMS collects the moving charac-
teristics of all MOs and classifies MOs into suitable
clusters.

(2) Initial clustering. In this step, several clusters are
created with the initially collected mobility patterns
of MOs.

(3) Recognition of a MO’s location via quantization. In
this step, the MOLMS monitors movements of MOs

and applies each threshold to each cluster in consid-
ering the characteristics of the MOs’ mobility pat-
terns. A unique threshold is applied with a unique
pattern of MOs.

(4) Cluster reconstruction. Mobility patterns of MOs
change as time goes by. The MOLMS reconstructs
MO clusters and assigns reconstructed clusters to a
cluster manager.
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Figure 9. Architecture of the MOLMS with the AQ-CDM

Generally, the AQ-CDM can execute a more efficient
message traffic reduction scheme as it considers the char-
acteristics of mobility patterns of MOs and assigns differ-
ent thresholds. However, the AQ-CDM needs additional
operations of cluster construction and reconfiguration,
which can increase the processing costs. Also, when a
MO cluster is being constructed, there should already be a
number of clusters. Thus, we need to decide on an optimal
number of clusters.

3.4 Mobility-predictive Quantization-based CDM
Scheme

The MPQ-CDM scheme is based on the theory of quan-
tized system and a statistical prediction model that have
complementary roles. In a concept of a general quan-
tized system, the MOLMS has to wait for the movement
of a MO and applies a threshold. After this process, the
MOLMS decides whether a MO crosses a boundary or
not. However, the MPQ-CDM uses a statistic prediction
model to predict the mobility of a MO. The MPQ-CDM
applies a threshold only if it predicts that a MO moves
more than the size of the threshold.

We use the second-order exponential smoothing
(SOES) prediction model [14] to predict the next mobil-

ity and location of a MO. This MPQ-CDM uses historical
data. This SOES prediction model is expressed as

�P�d � T � �
�

2� �T

1� �
�

Sd �
�

1� �T

1� �
�

Sd�2��

Sd � �P�d�� �1� ��Sd�1�

Sd�2� � �Sd � �1� ��Sd�1�2� (1)

where �P is the predicted result, P is the current data, d is
the current time, T is the time elapsed, � is the smoothing
constant, which generally has the value of 0 � � � 1, Sd
is the first-order exponential smoothing prediction model,
and Sd�2� is the double-smoothed statistics. Prediction ac-
curacy is affected by the smoothing constant (�) [14].
Therefore, it is necessary to revise this prediction model
by adjusting the value of the smoothing constant (�) by
constantly acquiring and analyzing the location data of
a MO. Both moving velocity (�) and direction (�) must
be predicted for the SOES prediction operation. Estimated
velocity ( ��) and predicted direction (��) can be calculated
using equation (1). We can obtain the next coordinates of
x and y by inserting the calculated data into equation (2)
[15]
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Figure 10. Architecture of the MOLMS with the MPQ-CDM

x2 � x1 � �� cos ��� y2 � y1 � �� sin ��� (2)

where (x1, y1) represents the current coordinates of a MO
and (x2, y2) are the next coordinates.

The MPQ-CDM is created to reduce message traffic in
a distributed environment. The FQ-CDM generates a lo-
cation error because of quantization. A quantized system
decides whether to transfer location data or not by mon-
itoring the boundary (i.e. threshold) crossing of a MO.
When a MO moves within a threshold limit, the FQ-CDM
assumes that the MO stops. The FQ-CDM results in a lo-
cation difference between an actual location and an esti-
mated location in the MOLMS. However, the MPQ-CDM
uses the statistic prediction model to predict the next mo-
bility and location of a MO. The MPQ-CDM estimates a
more accurate location for a MO than the FQ-CDM, with
a smaller location error.

The prediction process of the MPQ-CDM is composed
of four steps: (1) acquisition of initial moving data of
MOs� (2) prediction� (3) revision of prediction� (4) apply-
ing revised prediction.

(1) Acquisition of initial moving data of MOs. The
MPQ-CDM predicts the next state mobility and lo-
cation of a MO using both past and current data.
Thus, the step of acquiring initial location data is
required.

(2) Prediction. In this step, the MPQ-CDM predicts the
next state mobility and location of a MO using the
collected location data of a MO.

(3) Revision of prediction. Most mobility patterns of
MOs change as time goes by. Therefore, the predic-
tion also must be revised. This revision can make
more accurate prediction possible.

(4) Applying revised prediction. In this step, the pre-
diction, which is revised in the third step, is actually
applied to the MOLMS with the MPQ-CDM.

The first step (i.e. acquisition of initial moving data of
MOs) is only executed once for all MOs� however, the re-
maining steps are repeatedly executed.

Figure 10 shows the MPQ-CDM scheme on the
MOLMS. In the MOLMS, each agent has a predictor and
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Figure 11. Process of the MPQ-CDM

a quantizer. The agent monitors a MO using its predictor
and quantizer. The predictor predicts the next mobility and
location of a MO. The quantizer reduces message traffic.
The agent sends quantized messages to a cluster manager.
The cluster manager integrates quantized messages from
all agents and transmits the integrated quantized message
to a central manager. The central manager sends messages
from several cluster managers to a location server for stor-
ing the location data of MOs.

Figure 11 shows the process of the MPQ-CDM, which
consists of six steps: (1) prediction of a MO’s location� (2)
quantization� (3) acquisition of a MO’s real location� (4)
message transmission� (5) message reception� (6) location
update.

(1) Prediction of a MO’s location. This step predicts the
location of a MO using the SOES model and calcu-
lates a moving distance using SQRT[(xp � x1)2 +
(yp � y1)2] where xp and yp are the predicted coor-
dinates of a MO, and x1 and y1 are the last reported
coordinates of a MO.

(2) Quantization. This step compares the threshold with
the moving distance of a MO. If the moving dis-
tance of a MO is longer than the size of the thresh-
old, the next step is executed. However, if the mov-
ing distance is shorter than the size of the threshold,
the next step is not executed.

(3) Acquisition of the real location of a MO. If a mov-
ing distance is longer than the size of the threshold,
the MOLMS acquires the real location of a MO.

(4) Message transmission. In this step, an agent of the
MOLMS transmits the current location of a MO to
the cluster manager.

(5) Message reception. In this step, the cluster manager
receives a location message from an agent.

(6) Location update. If the cluster manager receives a
location message, then the location of a MO is up-
dated. However, if the cluster manager does not re-
ceive a location message, the current location of a
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MO is the last reported location, and the MO’s lo-
cation is not updated.

Each MO moves to its next location from its current
location. The MPQ-CDM scheme predicts the mobility of
a MO using the SOES prediction model [14], decides the
next location of a MO, and quantizes information about
the next location. The mobility prediction in the MPQ-
CDM scheme depends on the historical movement data
of a MO. The quantization of the MPQ-CDM scheme is
completed when the next location is crosses a previously
assigned boundary (i.e. threshold). Meanwhile, the quan-
tization is not operated when the next location has not
crossed a boundary.

Here, the mobility prediction-based quantization of the
MPQ-CDM scheme is different from the location quan-
tization of the predictive quantization scheme proposed
in Lee and Zeigler [1] and Zeigler et al. [2]. In the pre-
dictive quantization scheme, the discrete event system
specification (DEVS) predictive integrator [1, 2] based on
the DEVS theory [16] predicts the next distance of a MO
and quantizes information about the next location in every
movement of a MO. The DEVS predictive integrator does
not check if the next location has crossed a previously as-
signed boundary. The DEVS predictive integrator always
predicts the next distance with an assigned exact boundary
and quantizes information about the next location.

4. Performance Analysis

We analyze the location accuracy and the number of trans-
mitted messages that are required among a cluster man-
ager and several agents for a performance evaluation of
the FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM. For this analy-
sis, we assume that every MO moves every second and
that the number of MOs does not change during the mes-
sage communication time.

Table 1 shows an analysis of the number of required
transmission messages of all MOs. N is the number of
MOs and T represents a message communication time. R
is the rate of MO movement within a threshold limit in the
quantization-based CDM schemes. R has a value of 0 � R
� 1. Thus, RFQ, RAQ, and RMPQ are the rates of the FQ-
CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM, respectively. The dif-
ferences between these rates are RAQ � RFQ � RMPQ. The
FQ-CDM and MPQ-CDM apply a unique threshold to all
MOs, and thus RFQ is equal to RMPQ. However, the AQ-
CDM constructs MO clusters by classification according
to mobility patterns of MOs and uses various thresholds
that suit each cluster. Thus, RAQ is greater than RFQ and
RMPQ. P is the prediction accuracy rate of the prediction
model in the MPQ-CDM and has a value of 0 � P � 1.
The value of P cannot be 1 because the MPQ-CDM exe-
cutes a quantization operation. The non-quantization sys-
tem is a real-time system and transmits location informa-
tion when a MO moves.

Table 1. Analysis of the number of required transmission mes-
sages of all MOs. N is the number of MOs, RFQ is the rate of MO
movement within a threshold in the FQ-CDM (0 � RFQ � 1), RAQ

is the rate of MO movement within a threshold in the AQ-CDM
(0 � RAQ � 1), RMPQ is the rate of MO movement within a thresh-
old in the MPQ-CDM (0 � RMPQ � 1), RAQ � RFQ � RMPQ, P is
the prediction accuracy rate of the MPQ-CDM (0 � P � 1), and T
is the message communication time

Number of required
transmission messages

Non-quantization N 	 T
FQ-CDM N 	 (1� RFQ) 	 T
MPQ-CDM N 	 (1� RMPQ) 	 P 	 T
AQ-CDM N 	 (1� RAQ) 	 T

The number of required transmission messages of a
non-quantization system is N 	 T, because we assume
that all MOs move once in a second. In the FQ-CDM,
the number of required transmission messages is N 	 (1
– RFQ) 	 T, because the agents of the FQ-CDM do not
transmit messages when a MO moves within a threshold.
Therefore, the number of required transmission message
of the FQ-CDM is (1 – RFQ) times less than that of the
non-quantization. In the MPQ-CDM, the number of re-
quired transmission messages is N 	 (1 – RMPQ) 	 P 	
T, because the MPQ-CDM depends on prediction results
and transmits location information when the prediction re-
sults expect that a MO will move a longer distance than a
threshold. The number of required transmission messages
of the MPQ-CDM is (1 – RMPQ) 	 P times less than that
of the non-quantization and is P times less than that of the
FQ-CDM. P is the prediction accuracy of the next location
of a MO. The numbers of required transmission messages
of the MPQ-CDM and FQ-CDM are the same when their
prediction accuracy rates are 100%. However, the num-
ber of required transmission messages of the MPQ-CDM
is less than that of the FQ-CDM, because the prediction
accuracy rate of the prediction model in the MPQ-CDM
is not perfect. In the AQ-CDM, the number of required
transmission messages is N 	 (1 – RAQ) 	 T, because the
agents of the AQ-CDM do not transmit messages when
a MO moves within a threshold. The number of required
transmission messages of the AQ-CDM is also (1 – RAQ)
times less than that of the non-quantization. The AQ-CDM
transmits fewer messages than the FQ-CDM, because RAQ
is larger than RFQ. Comparing the AQ-CDM with the
MPQ-CDM, equation (3) represents when the AQ-CDM
transmits fewer messages than the MPQ-CDM:

N 	 �1� RAQ�	 T

N 	 �1� RMPQ�	 P 	 T
� 1	 (3)

Equation (3) is equal to equations (4)–(7):

�1� RAQ�

�1� RMPQ�	 P
� 1 (4)
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�1� RAQ� � �1� RMPQ�	 P (5)

RAQ 
 P 	 �RMPQ � 1�� 1 (6)

RAQ 
 P 	 RMPQ � �1� P�	 (7)

Therefore, the AQ-CDM transmits fewer messages
than the MPQ-CDM when RAQ 
 P 	 RMPQ + (1 – P).
However, if RAQ is less than P 	 RMPQ + (1 – P), the AQ-
CDM transmits more messages than the MPQ-CDM.

Table 2 shows an analysis of the location accuracy rate
of MOs. The location accuracy rate is represented with a
probability-related variable and shows how many accurate
locations a location server knows. R is the MO movement
rate within a threshold limit in the quantization-based
CDM schemes. R has a value of 0 � R � 1. Thus, RFQ
is the rate of the FQ-CDM and RAQ is the rate of the AQ-
CDM. Differences between these rates are RAQ � RFQ. P
is the prediction accuracy rate of the prediction model of
the MPQ-CDM and has a value of 0 � P � 1, and C is
constant. We assume that a location accuracy rate of the
non-quantization is 100%. The location accuracy rate of
the FQ-CDM is (1 – RFQ) 	 100% + C. The FQ-CDM is
able to acquire the exact location of a MO when it moves
a longer distance than a threshold. When a MO moves
within a threshold, the FQ-CDM is not able to guaran-
tee the location accuracy rate of a MO. Constant C is the
location accuracy rate of a MO when it moves within a
threshold. If 50% of MOs move within a threshold, then
the location accuracy rate of the FQ-CDM is 50% + C.
The location accuracy rate of the AQ-CDM is (1 – RAQ)	
100% + C. The AQ-CDM has a lower location accuracy
rate than the FQ-CDM, because RAQ is larger than RFQ. In
the MPQ-CDM, the location accuracy rate is P 	 100%.
This results from [(1 – RMPQ) 	 P + RMPQ 	 P] 	 100%.
(1 – RMPQ) 	 P is the location accuracy rate when a MO
moves over a threshold and RMPQ 	 P is the location ac-
curacy rate when a MO moves within a threshold. Thus,
the location accuracy rate of the MPQ-CDM depends on
the prediction accuracy rate of the prediction model.

5. Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate system performance, we experiment
and compare the three quantization-based CDM schemes,
the FQ-CDM, the AQ-CDM, and the MPQ-CDM. We de-
sign and develop the HLA-based MOLMS in a distributed
computing environment and apply the three quantization-
based CDM schemes to the HLA-based MOLMS. We use
a maximum of 10,000 MOs with a maximum speed of
10 m s�1 in an area of 1 km2, and we monitor the move-
ments of the MOs for 6000 s (100 min). As described
in Section 3.1, a MO has three movement states: linear
movement, random, and stop. Thus, in this experiment
each MO has its initial movement state, initial coordinates,
direction, and range of moving velocity under 10 m s�1.

Table 2. Analysis of the location accuracy rate of MOs. RFQ is the
rate of a MO movement within a threshold in the FQ-CDM (0 �
RFQ � 1), RAQ is the rate of a MO movement within a threshold
in the AQ-CDM (0 � RAQ � 1), RAQ � RFQ, P is the prediction
accuracy rate of the MPQ-CDM (0 � P � 1), and C is constant

Location accuracy rate of MOs
Non-quantization 100%
FQ-CDM (1� RFQ) 	 100% + C
AQ-CDM (1� RAQ) 	 100% + C
MPQ-CDM P 	 100%

Each MO moves with its movement state, then it randomly
changes its movement state to other states as time goes
by. We conduct three types of experiments. The first ex-
periment is to measure a prediction accuracy rate of the
SOES prediction model with the MPQ-CDM, as men-
tioned in Section 3.4. In the first experiment, we decide
on the value of the smoothing constant (�), which greatly
affects the prediction accuracy rate of the SOES model,
and we predict the next coordinates of a MO using this
value of the smoothing constant. In the second and third
experiments, we compare the system performances of the
FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM. In the second ex-
periment we measure the number of transmitted messages
when the three quantization-based CDM schemes use high
and low thresholds. In the third experiment we measure
the average location accuracy rate of all MOs according
to message traffic reduction.

5.1 Value of the Smoothing Constant for the
Prediction Model

We decide on the value of the smoothing constant of the
SOES, which is the prediction model of the MPQ-CDM.
Theoretically, the value of the smoothing constant is be-
tween 0 and 1. Thus, we compare the prediction accuracy
rate by changing the smoothing constant value from 0.1
to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. Table 3 represents the prediction
accuracy rate according to the variations of the value of
the smoothing constant. The highest prediction accuracy
rate is 88.79% when the value of the smoothing constant
is 0.4. However, we use 0.7 for the value of the smoothing
constant in the following experiments. This is because the
average of the total prediction accuracy rate is 87.34% and
the closest value of the smoothing constant to the average
prediction accuracy rate is 0.7.

Figure 12 represents the variation of the prediction ac-
curacy rate of the MPQ-CDM during the initial 200 s.
From the start time in Figure 12, the prediction accuracy
rate is not precise as the data for MOs are not sufficient.
However, we know that the prediction accuracy rate in-
creases rapidly and becomes stable as time goes by. The
prediction model of the MPQ-CDM has an average pre-
diction accuracy rate of 87.34% over 6000 s. Therefore,
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Table 3. Prediction accuracy rate of the SOES prediction model according to the variations in the value of the smoothing constant

Smoothing constant 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Average

Prediction accuracy rate (%) 85.74 87.71 88.53 88.76 88.49 87.82 87.45 86.41 85.13 87.34

Figure 12. Variation of the prediction accuracy rate of the MPQ-CDM

Table 4. Meaning of the MAPE

MAPE Meaning

0%� MAPE � 10% Very accurate prediction

10%� MAPE � 20% Comparative accurate prediction

20%� MAPE � 50% Comparative rational prediction

MAPE� 50% Non-accurate prediction

we can estimate the location accuracy rate of all MOs in
the MPQ-CDM by using the analysis of Table 2. The lo-
cation accuracy rate of all MOs in the MPQ-CDM is ex-
pected to be close to 87% of the non-quantization system.

As described above, the location accuracy rate of all
MOs in the SOES prediction model is close to 87%. Here,
we need to know whether the location accuracy rate of
all MOs is reliably predicted. Generally, the reliability of
prediction is evaluated with the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) [17]. The MAPE is expressed as

M AP E � 1

n

n�
t�1

���� Xt � Ft

Xt

����	 100�%� (8)

where Xt is the measured value, Ft is the predicted value,
and n is the number of time intervals for measurement.
The meaning of the reliability of prediction with the
MAPE depends on the range of the MAPE, as shown in
Table 4.

Figure 13 expresses the MAPE of the SOES prediction
model during the initial 200 s. The MAPE has a value be-
low 10%. According to Table 4, this MAPE means “very
accurate prediction”. However, this result is only for the
initial 200 s. Thus, the MAPE should be below 10% for
the 6000 s of the entire experimental time. In order to
predict a change of the MAPE, we use linear regression
analysis [18] and make a mathematical model that ex-
presses a change of the MAPE (Figure 13). The linear
regression analysis is expressed as (see also Figure 14)
[18]

y � �0	007x � 9	917	 (9)

According to equation (9), we can expect the MAPE to
be below 10%. Therefore, we know that the prediction of
the SOES model is reliable.

5.2 Comparison of the Number of Transmitted
Messages

In this experiment, we compare four types of quantization-
based CDM scheme: non-quantization, FQ-CDM, AQ-
CDM, and MPQ-CDM. We measure the number of trans-
mitted messages by using high and low thresholds. The
non-quantization system does not perform any quantiza-
tion. In the MOLMS with the non-quantization system, an
agent transmits a location message when a MO moves to
the next location. Thus, an agent of the MOLMS with the
non-quantization system transmits location messages to a
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Figure 13. MAPE of the SOES prediction model.

Figure 14. Linear regression analysis of the MAPE

cluster manager every second (i.e. every discrete event).
Figures 15 and 16 represent the number of transmit-
ted messages with low and high threshold, respectively.
The number of transmitted messages of the AQ-CDM is
less than that of the non-quantization system, FQ-CDM,
and MPQ-CDM with both high and low thresholds. For
both low and high thresholds, the non-quantization sys-
tem transmitted 60,000,000 messages. For a low thresh-

old, the AQ-CDM transmitted 43,468,407 messages over
6000 s. The MPQ-CDM transmitted 45,755,600 messages
and the FQ-CDM transmitted 47,641,100. The AQ-CDM
shows 4.9% more reduction than the MPQ-CDM and
8.7% more reduction than the FQ-CDM. Also, the AQ-
CDM shows 27.55% reduction compared with the non-
quantization. For a high threshold, the AQ-CDM trans-
mitted 28,662,752 messages over 6000 s. The MPQ-CDM
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Figure 15. Comparison of the number of transmitted messages with a low threshold for non-quantization, FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-
CDM

Figure 16. Comparison of the number of transmitted messages with a high threshold for non-quantization, FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-
CDM
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Table 5. Comparison of the RMSE of the location errors of the FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM

Time (s) Low threshold High threshold

FQ-CDM AQ-CDM MPQ-CDM FQ-CDM AQ-CDM MPQ-CDM

1000 197.56 176.96 65.85 604.58 569.04 194.40

2000 395.28 401.46 131.76 1159.09 1118.99 388.96

3000 593.10 624.36 197.70 1757.89 1872.29 583.61

4000 790.88 848.44 263.63 2186.81 2535.72 778.23

5000 988.56 1068.38 329.52 3015.50 2949.58 972.74

6000 1186.38 1289.14 395.46 3408.80 3933.96 1167.40

Sum 4151.76 4408.74 1383.92 12132.68 12979.58 4085.33

and FQ-CDM transmitted 30,170,700 and 31,615,600
messages, respectively. The AQ-CDM shows 4.9% more
reduction than the MPQ-CDM and 9.3% more than the
FQ-CDM. The total reduction rate of the AQ-CDM with
a high threshold is 52.22%. With the reduction of trans-
mitted messages, the AQ-CDM is a more effective CDM
scheme than the MPQ-CDM and FQ-CDM for both high
and low thresholds. The AQ-CDM transmits fewer mes-
sages than the MPQ-CDM for the following reasons. First,
the AQ-CDM creates MO clusters through the mobility
patterns of MOs and uses a suitable size of threshold.
Thus, RAQ of Table 1 is greater than RMPQ. Secondly,
the average prediction accurate rate of the MPQ-CDM
is 87.34% and (1 – P) of equation (7) is close to 0.13.
The fact that RAQ is greater than 0.87 	 RMPQ + 0.13 is
reasonable. Therefore, concerning the reduction of trans-
mitted messages, the AQ-CDM is more effective than the
MPQ-CDM. However, the location error rate is generally
increased as the number of transmitted messages is de-
creased. Thus, in the following experiment, we measure
the location error rates of the three quantization-based
CDM schemes in accordance with message reduction.

5.3 Comparison of Location Error

In this experiment, we measure the location error rate,
which occurs as a result of quantization operations of the
FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM schemes. This ex-
periment to measure the location error rate is conducted
for both high and low thresholds. We use the root mean
square error (RMSE) [19] to measure the location error
rate. The RMSE is generally used in the field of statis-
tics and denotes the average difference between real and
estimated values [19]. We use the RMSE to measure the
degrees of the location error rate. The RMSE is expressed
as

RM SE �
���	1

n

n�
i�0

�RCoord � ECoord�2 (10)

where RCoord are the real coordinates of MOs, ECoord
are the estimated coordinates of MOs, and n is the total
number of locations of MOs. Table 5 shows the RMSE
of location errors of the three quantization-based CDM
schemes. We can see that the MPQ-CDM has a smaller
RMSE than the other quantization-based CDM schemes
for both low and high thresholds. The MPQ-CDM is more
accurate when the locations of MOs are more exactly esti-
mated. The MPQ-CDM uses the SOES prediction model
and is able to predict the locations of MOs even when mes-
sage reduction operations are performed.

The location accuracy rate is 100% when the loca-
tion server of the MOLMS knows the exact location of a
MO. Table 6 represents the probabilistic accuracy rate of
a MO’s location in the three quantization CDM schemes
(i.e. the FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM). Table 6
shows two types of location accuracy: the location accu-
racy rate in quantization and the total location accuracy
rate. The location accuracy rate in quantization means that
the location server of the MOLMS has the location ac-
curacy rate when each CDM scheme operates its quan-
tization process. The total location accuracy rate is the
average rate of two location accuracy rates in quantiza-
tion and non-quantization. The location accuracy rate in
quantization of the FQ-CDM is 56.10% with a low thresh-
old and 51.86% with a high threshold. The AQ-CDM has
57.52% and 53.15% of the location accuracy rate in quan-
tization with low and high thresholds, respectively. For the
MPQ-CDM, the location accuracy rate in quantization is
81.43% and 75.25% with low and high thresholds, respec-
tively. The FQ-CDM shows a total location accuracy rate
of 88.75% and 77.19% with low and high thresholds, re-
spectively. The AQ-CDM shows a total location accuracy
rate of 86.24% and 76.35% with low and high thresholds,
respectively. The total location accuracy rate of the MPQ-
CDM is 96.14% and 89.26% for low and high thresholds,
respectively.

For the AQ-CDM, the location accuracy rates in quanti-
zation for both low and high thresholds are the higher than
those of the FQ-CDM. However, for the total location ac-
curacy rates, the AQ-CDM shows lower rates than those
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Table 6. Comparison of the location accuracy rates of the FQ-CDM, AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM for low and high thresholds

Low threshold High threshold

FQ-CDM AQ-CDM MPQ-CDM FQ-CDM AQ-CDM MPQ-CDM

Location accuracy rate in quantization 56.10% 57.52% 81.43% 51.86% 53.15% 75.25%

Total location accuracy rate 88.75% 86.24% 96.14% 77.19% 76.35% 89.26%

of the FQ-CDM, because the AQ-CDM uses fewer com-
munication messages than the FQ-CDM by using suitable
clusters for MOs. Thus, the AQ-CDM eventually results
in a less accurate total location accuracy rate than the FQ-
CDM.

For the MPQ-CDM, the location accuracy rates in
quantization are 81.43% and 75.25% for low and high
thresholds, respectively, and the total location accuracy
rates are 96.14% and 89.26% for low and high thresh-
olds, respectively. Thus, the MPQ-CDM shows the best
performance for the two accuracy rates (i.e. the location
accuracy rate in quantization and the total location accu-
racy rate), because the MPQ-CDM can estimate the next
location of a MO by using a reliable prediction model.
Consequently, this experiment to measure the two loca-
tion accuracy rates shows that the MPQ-CDM has higher
location accuracy rates than the other quantization-based
CDM schemes.

6. Conclusion

The CDM scheme is an important issue in complex
and large-scale distributed systems, which should reduce
communication traffic effectively and manage a fault-
tolerant system. In this paper, we propose and compare
quantization-based CDM schemes, such as the FQ-CDM,
AQ-CDM, and MPQ-CDM, which are applicable in a high
performance distributed computing environment. The FQ-
CDM applies the basic theory of a quantized system to
a CDM scheme in distributed computing. The AQ-CDM
and the MPQ-CDM are improved forms of the FQ-CDM.
The AQ-CDM uses classification and clustering algo-
rithms to construct MO clusters using the movement char-
acteristics of MOs. The classification and clustering al-
gorithms enable the AQ-CDM to use various and suit-
able thresholds. The MPQ-CDM uses a prediction model
of statistics and predicts the next mobility and location.
The MPQ-CDM can reduce communication messages us-
ing quantization only if a MO is expected to move more
than a threshold limit.

In this paper, the MOLMS is designed and im-
plemented to apply the three quantization-based CDM
schemes to a real distributed computing. Each of
quantization-based CDM schemes is applied to the
MOLMS. The performance evaluation of the three
quantization-based CDM schemes is conducted through
analysis and experiments on the MOLMS. In an experi-
ment, the optimal value of the smoothing constant, which

is a critical variable in prediction with the SOES model,
is decided. The number of transmitted messages and the
location accuracy rates are measured. The AQ-CDM is an
effective solution for reducing communication traffic. The
MPQ-CDM is more effective at providing better location
accuracy, and thus it can be a good solution when location
accuracy is very important.
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